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LAP Lambert Academic Publishing Jan 2012, 2012. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 220x150x9
mm. This item is printed on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Designing reliable and optimal
systems is one of the key challenges in contemporary electronics. This book provides novel insights
into designing reliable systems with optimal configurations using Genetic Algorithms (GAs). GAs are
highly customized processes, which work with large amounts of data and simple operators to yield
optimal solutions to difficult problems. This book uses abstractions at the transistor, gate and
systems level to demonstrate the heuristics and challenges in the design process. The book
propounds a novel technique for evolving transistor net lists directly from truth table descriptions
of arbitrary digital circuits, a gate-less custom VLSI design approach. It also explores the application
of GAs in finding vector pairs that cause the peak power dissipation in circuits. In a third system, the
design of FIR filters with an arbitrary frequency response is demonstrated with a custom GA. Finally
a fourth optimization problem outlines the design methodology of a SEU tolerant Distributed RAM
using Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) on FPGAs incorporating unused CLB BlockRAMs for high
speed On-Chip memories and SEU resistant Tri-State Buffers (BUFTs)...
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An exceptional publication as well as the font applied was intriguing to learn. It usually does not charge an excessive amount of. Its been designed in an
exceedingly basic way and it is just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact altered me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Haylee Hackett-- Haylee Hackett

It in a of the best ebook. It generally is not going to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Ara Williamson-- Ara Williamson
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